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HENNINGSON, DURHAM & RICHARDSON 
ENGINEERING •ARCHITECTURE • PLANNING • SYSTEMS • ECONOMICS 
Iowa State Highway Commission 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
3555 Farnam Street 
Omaha, Nebraska 68131 
March31, 1969 
Attn: Mr. Stephen E. Roberts, Research Engineer 
Re: ISHC Research Project HR- 143 
Go1nputer Program for 
Secondary Roads Profile Adjustment 
Gentlemen: 
Under the terms of Contract for Services to Conduct Iowa State Highway Com-
mission Research Project HR-143, with signature date October 24, 1968, and 
supplemental agreement thereto, with signature date October 30, 1968, we are 
pleased to submit herewith fifty (50) copies of the Final Report for the subject 
Researc!h Project. 
This Research Project covers the mechanics and computer programming app-
roach to Adjmitment of Roadway Profiles, primarily as a development to aid 
county and secondary road engineers. The Adjustment in Profile is normally 
used as a step in stage construction immediately prior to road hard surface 
construction. 
Properly used, the implementation of this program will result in tremendous 
time and labor savings to the county and secondary road' engineer in readjust-
ment of roadway profiles. 
We are sincerely proud to have been of service to the Iowa State Highway Com-
mission in this Research Project and will be available for additional consulta-




NINGSON, DURHAM & RICHARDSON 
McCoy 
Robert A. Rohling, Vice P+/esident 
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INTRODUCTION 
A computer program to adjust roadway profiles has been developed to 
serve as an aid to the county engineers of the State of Iowa. Many hours 
are spent reducing field notes and calculating adjusted roadway profiles 
to prepare an existing roadway for paving that will produce a high quality 
ride and be as maintenance free as possible. Since the computer is very 
well adapted to performing long tedious tasks; programming this work 
for a computer would result in freeing the engineer of these tasks. Freed 
from manual calculations, the engineer is able to spend more time in 
solving engineering problems. 
The type of roadway that this computer program is designed to adjust is 
a road that at sometime in its histonr w;:i.s ar;:idP.n to ::i fini.RhPr1 Rnhor::ir1e 
. "' -=-- - - -- - 0 - -· . 
After a period of time, this road is to receive a finished paved surface. 
The problem then arises whether to bring the existing roadway up to the 
de signed grade or to make profile adjustments and comprise between the 
existing and the design profiles. In order to achieve the latter condition 
using this program, the engineer needs to give the computer only a minimum 
amount of information. lj 
Input nee.ded for this program consists of the unreduced field book for the 
existing roadway and forms containing vertical and horizontal (i;Urve data. Pata 
is keypunched directly from the field books and curve data forms. 
Output information includes cut and fill values to be marked on the grade 
stakes by the field crew, original and adjusted profile information to be 
scrutinized by the project engineer, and plot data enabling the engineer to 
obtain a computer plot of both the adjusted and design road profile. 
Program direction and development was handled by Norman L. Firkins, 
James S. McCoy and Leon J. Hausman of Henningson, Durham & Richardson. 
Paul Mahoney, Pottawattamie County Engineer, assisted.: in the development 
of the methods and approach used in this program. Coordination of work 
between Henningson, Durham & Richardson and the Iowa State Highway Com-
mission was under the guidance of Mr. Stephen E. Roberts, Research 
Engineer for the Iowa State Highway Commission and Mr. Robert Rohling 
of Henningson, Durham & Richardson. Establishment of the program on 
the Commission's computer was coordinated through the efforts of Mr. 
James Hoag, Director of Data Processing for the Commission. Bob Swan, 
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CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS 
1. Adjustment of roadway profiles using a balanced earthwork 
approach. Earthwork balancing is achieved between user criteria points. 
(Maximum and minimum increment sections.) 
2. Balancing of the earthwork can be overridden through user 
specified data. This is accomplished by the raising or lowering of the 
program adjusted roadway profile. 
3. Any number of station equations within a roadway can be inserted. 
4. Vertical and horizontal curve information is used to generate the 
de sign roadway. 
5. The existing roadway profile is generated through the use of 
field book data . 
6. Preset beginning and ending profile elevations can be met. The 
user also has the ability to leave these ends free so the program will set 
the end profile elevations. 
7 .' Very short roadway lengths with certain fixed end conditions may 
result in an impossible roadway profile adjustment. 
8. A transition is computed between balanced sections in order to 
produce a smooth roadway profile. The percent of profile transition used 
in the program is O. lOo/o. 
9. A minimum of three P. I. control cards is required between the 
following: 
l. Station equations 
2. Start of the project and a station equation 
3. Start of the project and the end of the project 
4. Station equation and the end of the project 
10. No horizontal curve data is required if the horizontal curve 
control card is left blank. 
11. A horizontal curve without any super- elevations should not be 
























12. A mini mum length of 200 feet and a maximum length of 
1000 feet for a balance section is set by the program. 
13. ·The use of a compound curve indicator will enable the user to 
insert a curve with different transition lengths. 
14. A number of error messages has been incorporated into the 
program to explain erros due to improper input. 
15. The location of the edges of the roadway in 
center line is input as data only once per roadway. 
parameter cannot change within a roadway project. 
come this limitation, the roadway project could be 
number of continuing projects. 
relation to the 
Therefore, this 
However, to over-
broken down into a 
16. For accurate results, directions for coding the data and placing 
the data in proper order should be followed. 
17. This program has been primarily designed to make small 
roadway adjustments. Close review by the project engineer should be 
maae on any ciev.;_ai..;_uJlo 0.:: ~~-• ..:: ?:;.·.::,g:;:-::.:;.-;-, ~::.:-::.:::::::!:::::-:::. 
3 
I 
t-- -----·------~---····-·· SUMMARY OF ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES ·-·---------~· .,.,._ ______ _ ..... - -- -----------
BALANCE INCREMENTS 
·.·1· '~:~=-=-~~i~·-=t~·r==~:::::~~r~--;;;;;:;:--=::;::::~:":".~· ~1 ·-==-~T===r==~~r:=~=:x::=~=A:M:O:UN=T=O=F=AOJ=U=:ST=M£-NTj0 :~ -· ----· *--
., i I - I I -----~ I _j I pw!SlllON TO TIE IN SET ~ 
' !llTPANSITIONS .. BETWEEN BALANCE INCREJENTS ELEVATION !!! 
W (will always be one-tenth of o foot per one hundred feet for the slope) ... 


















Refer to Figure 1. 
Procedure used to adjust the original profile grade: 
The program will calculate the amount of earthwork required to bring the 
roadway to the original profile elevation within a balance increment section. 
The amount of adjustment which would be required to bring the original pro-
file to an adjusted grade so that the earthwork will balance at the end of an 
increment section is then calculated. When the starting or ending station 
has to be tied into a fixed grade, the length required to make the transition 
to a balance increment section adjustment is calculated without considering 
the earthwork balance routine. After the balance increment sections are 
calculated, the program will return and caicuiate tne i:rati::>:i.~:i.vu .. .i.'c;q-ui::LcC!. 
to ti'e the adjusted grades of the increment sections together .. 
_Refer to Figure 2. 
Note: If an overlap should occur as in the center of increment 11 B 11 , the 
program will readjust so that the condition is corrected. 
---- ---------·-· ______ _. __ 
___ .. _ .. _______ - .. ---·------ * POSS t a·i_ E---(fvE R L A -p-- C-0 N D IT I 0 NS 
~------~----~~-----t----~ ~ 
_!:  =-----. fl( 
Method of correction: Increments 11 A 11 and 11 B 11 are held in storage. After 
increment 11 C 11 is calculated the program checks to see if an overlap will 
occur, as in the center of increment 11 B 11 • If an overlap occurs, increment 
"B" will be extended one station and increment 11 C 11 will drop that same 
station. If increment 11 C 11 is shorter than the input value for minimum length 
of increment, the program will increase increment 11 C 11 by reworking the 
length. The adjustment of increment 11 B 11 and increment 11 C 11 will be recom-
puted. The program will then recheck for overlap conditions. This procedure 
will continue until there is no overlap. When this overlap condition has been 
eliminated, the program will recheck possible overlap conditions in increment 
11 A 11 , which may have resulted from the readjustment of increment 11 B 11 • If 
an overlap should occur in increment 11 A 11 , the program will extend incre-
ments 11 A 11 and 11 B 11 a required distance to eliminate the overlap conditions of_ 
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INPUT DATA 
GENERAL INFORMATION CARD 
1. Seventy-two columns on this card can be used for job 
identification or other descriptive information. Column one should be 
left blank. 
II. ROADWAY SPECIFICATION CARD 
1. The distance from the centerline to the left edge of the 
roadway (in feet). 
2. The distance from the centerline to the right edge of the 
roadway (in feet). 
3. The siancia:rU. crown (Ft/ Ft). 
4. Grade adjustment (feet) above (+), or below (-), the new 
'--------· 
balanced grade established by the program. This adjustment is held 
constant throughout the roadway project. To make this adjustment along 
only a portion of the roadway, the overall project should be broken down 











r--·~P-RO_J_E_c __ T_1_-+ ____ P_R_OJ_E_c_T_2 __ ~~1f-------P-RO_J_E_c_T_3 ___ --1·~ 
f--LOWER THE ADJUSTED -i 
GRADE OVER THIS LENGTH 
1-.-~-------- TOTAL PROJECT 
5. Total project length in feet to be adjusted. 
TREAT EACH SMALL 
PROJECT AS A COM• 
PLETE PROJECT WHEN 
CODING THE DATA. 
6. The minimum length of all earthwork balance points 
(must be at least 200 ft.) along the roadway (in feet). Optional input. 
7. The maximum length of all earthwork balance points 
along the roadway (in feet). Optional input. 
Note: Items 6 and 7 are used to control the distance in which the 
changes in grade adjustment occur. 
III. BEGINNING AND ENDING PROJECT EXISTING CONDITIONS CARD 
























2. Design profile elevation at beginning station ( subgrade). 
3. Profile elevation to be used at beginning station ( subgrade). 
If a fixed elevation is not required, this item may be left blank. 
4. Last station of adjusted roadway. 
5. Design profile elevation at last station (subgrade). 
6. Profile elevation to be met at last station (subgrade). If 
a fixed elevation is not required, this item may be left blank. 
The above three data cards are entered only once per each run. 
IV. VERTICAL CURVE CARD 
1. The number of vertical curves from starting point1 to 
ending point2 . 






P. I. elevation of the vertical curve. 
The length of the vertical curve (feet). 
The number of vertical curve information cards must equal the 
total number of vertical curves. 
VI. HORIZONTAL CURVE CARD 
1. The number of horizontal curves from starting point1 to 
d . . 2 I en ing point • 
VII. HORIZONTAL CURVE INFORMATION CARDS 
1. The starting transition station, the last stations of normal 
crown entering a curve. 
2. The length of the transition into or out of full super-elevation(feet). 
3. The amount of full super- elevation (when the alignment curve is 
right, this value will be positive and when the alignment curve is left, this 
value will be negative (feet)). 
5 
1 
Starting points consist of the beginning project station and beginning station 
equations. 























4. The ending transition station, the first stationing of normal 
crown exiting from a curve. 
5. Identification of horizontal curves. (For a simple curve 
or the last curve of a compound or reverse system, this value is 0. For 
the first or interior curve of a compound or reverse system, this value 
is equal to the length (feet) of transition between the curves.) 
Note: (1) The number of horizontal curve information cards equals 
the number of horizontal curves. 
(2) In the case where no horizontal curves occur, insert a blank 
card for the Item VI Horizontal Curve Card. 
VIII STATION EQUATION CARD 
1. The first station of the station equation or the ending 
station of a section of roadway. 
2. The second station of the station equation.(This value lS 0 
when the first starion ::i~ern :;_'! is ~~•c ;::;:;:! :::: :"!::2 ,...,..,...n1a.rt \ i-- .... .., - - . - ,, 
Note: The data following the station equation is the cross section data 
which is keypunched directly from the field book. 
IX. CROSS SECTION CARDS 
1. Cross section station. 
2. The left hub shot. (If a self reading rod ls used, this 
value will be the left hub elevation.) 
3. The left edge of roadway shot or elevation. 
4. The centerline shot or elevation. 
5. The right edge of roadway shot or elevation. 
6. The right hub shot or elevation. 
Note: (1) This data is to be punched directly from field books. 
(2) When an H. I. Card is to be read, a negative one (-1) ls 
inserted as the value of the station. The value of the H. I. elevation is 
then placed in Item 2 1 s field. If a self- reading rod is used, no H. I. 
























There are certain rules that must be followed when filling out the data forms: 
1. There can be no negative stationing. 
2. Elevations cannot be zero or negative. 
3. Cross section data must be given for all ending station 
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OUTPUT 
The information available from this program consists of three different 
parts. The first part is the field data and contains the cut and fill data 
for the grade stakes. The second part consists of the complete roadway 
information for both the original and adjusted roadway conditions. The 
third section is the plot data and is for use by the computer department if 
a scaled drawing of the roadway is desired. 
I. FIELD DAT A 
1. Station. 
2. Cut or fill>:c in feet at left grade stake. 
3. Cut or fill>!c in feet at right g~ade stake. 
II. COMPLETE ROADWAY INFORMATION 
1. Station. 
2. Left Grade Stake Information. 
( 1) Elevation of left grade stake. 
(2) Grade stake cut or fill (feet). Corresponds to 
field data. 
3. Existing Grade Elevation (Reduction of Field Book). 
(1) Existing grade at left edge of roadway. 
(2) Existing grade at centerline of roadway. 
(3) Existing grade at right edge of roadway. 
4. Right Grade Stake Informatio·n. 
(1) Elevation of right grade stake. 
(2) Grade stake cut or fill (feet). Corresponds to field data. 
























5. Adjusted and Original Profile Elevation. 
( 1) Left edge of highway 
(2) Centerline of highway 
( 3) Right edge of highway 
6. Adjusted and Original Cut or Fill. 
(1) Left edge of highway 
(2) Centerline of highway. 







(Adjusted cut or fill(feet)) 
(Original cut or fill( feet)) 
(Adjusted cut or fill(feet)) 
(Original cut or fill(fe et)) 
(Adjusted cut or fill(feet)) 
(Original cut or 11H(ieet) i 
7. Volume of Material (Cu. Yds.) Accumulated. 
8. Vertical Change or Relocation of Highway Profile, in feet, 
from Original Grade. 
Note: (1) When the heading is stated, Adj. /Orig., there will. be two 
lines of information. The top line is the adjusted data and the bottom line 
is the original data. 
(2) Plus sign indicates a cut while a minus sign indicates a fill. 
Ill. PLOT DAT A 
1. Station. 
2. Distance from Starting Point to the Station. 
3. Original Profile Grade. 
4. Adjusted Profile Grade. 
Note: The station equation is also included in this data. When this 
occurs a negative one is used in place of the station followed by the 
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SAMPLE PROBLEM INDEX 
FIELD BOOK DATA 
KEYPUNCHED FIELD DAT A 
CODED CURVE DATA 
DRAWING 
TOTAL INPUT DATA 
SAMPLE OUTPUT 
a. FIELD DATA 
b. COMPLETE ROADWAY DATA 
VERIFICATION OF SAMPLE PROBLEM 
CARD LAYOUT 
Page 
1 - 7 
8 
9 - 12 
13 
14 - 15 
16 
17 - 21 
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( { \ 
J. 'io 
-------.------r-------t--------i-------------- ·-------
-------- r---··----t------------r-·-------- _____________ ,,__ ______ _ 
-~-
I FIELD BOOK KEY PUNCHED DATA 
ROD READ I NGS 
I 
- -· - -
I STATION HUB LEFT EDGE CENTER LI NE RIGHT EDGE HUB -100 103541 00 00 00 00 
1200 424 424 429 430 430 
I 2500 412 415 419 426 424 5000 483 470 451 463 466 7400 551 537 484 510 521 
I 10000 578 552 521 570 577 12500 577 560 548 592 599 15000 565 562 55 8 610 631 
I 17500 553 554 557 614 635 20000 539 537 548 621 645 22500 521 528 551 636 666 
I 23970 514 525 554 646 680 25000 514 527 558 648 683 27500 529 540 564 655 691 
I 30000 536 538 560 657 689 32500 528 534 562 658 687 35000 522 ' 530 567 652 689 
I 37500 526 536 568 668 695 -100 103612 00 00 00 00 40000 603 610 650 736 770 
, - ~ ...... A '-, 1 606 A49 741 771 I 'Tl::.> vu .., ...... 45000 600 609 642 734 762 47500 590 592 630 721 755 
I 50000 5 77 574 616 705 739 52500 562 556 595 689 732 55000 544 541 585 672 719 
I 57500 529 529 570 675 699 60000 507 508 552 646 672 62500 499 491 523 633 657 
I 65000 488 479 504 616 640 67500 469 466 489 585 610 70000 449 451 477 570 593 
I 72500 433 435 462 567 588 74792 431 423 456 556 580 97500 430 422 454 547 580 
I 100000 421 417 439 529 558 l 02 5 00 430 414 423 506 532 105000 422 406 407 471 503 
I 107500 430 408 400 465 478 110000 440 413 389 448 468 112500 439 409 390 442 457 
! I 1133 00 438 408 387 440 451 
-100 103950 00 00 00 00 
115000 768 739 725 780 788 
I 117500 757 744 710 760 775 12 0000 744 715 690 732 756 122 5 00 732 711 675 724 739 
I 125000 716 706 669 696 725 127500 - 711 697 663 703 723 130000 702 685 644 683 704 
I 132500 678 656 625 666 693 135000 666 637 603 654 678 END OF RUN 
I 
1* NOTE: ·-
,I NEGATIVE STATION CARDS ARE H. I. CARDS. 
-II 
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GRADE ADJUSTMENT 
ABOVE OR BELOW 
BALANCE GRADE 
(FT.I (OPTIONAL) 
t LENGTH OF 
ROADWAY SECTIONS 
TO BE ANALYZED 
(FT. I ' 
••MINIMUM LENGTH •MAXIMUM LENGTH 
OF EARTH WORK OF EARTH WORK 
BALANCE INCREMENT BALANCE INCREMENT 
SECTION (FT.) S£-CTU!lft 
I 
ALL DECIMAL POINTS ARE ASSUMED AS SHOWN. 
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DATA FOflvl 
NO, OF HORIZONTAL 
CURVES WI TH IN 
STATION EQUATION 
I 2 3 
I 
STARTING 
TRANSi Tl ON STATION 
INTO CURVE 




TRANSi TION INTO 
FULL SUPERELEVA• 
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~· " ,. " " .. " " " ~ 
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lO (,,~ q1 '2 ~2 
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OF HORI ZONT"L 
CURVES 
4l ~ H • <5 j I 
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THIS IS A FICTITIOUS STATION OBTAINED BY 
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DATA FORM 
DI STANCE FROM 
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DATA FORvi 
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CO/.?RESPONOING STATIONING, 
MUST 8£ INS!i:l<>T~O F0.12 
BOT/..J DATA SETS. 
8 () ~ 
~ ~ ~ t 
... t 
Tr-dnS. Of-7'1-. 70 f 
er 9t5.71 °*-If-




-· ~ --.. 
.3-t 00. 
Curvq,, Oat-a 
LI. - 49°07'45 
D - 9°40' 
r - c7J.c4' 
E = 59.05' 
L 50B.22' 
"' ~ 0.063 
s = 165' 
·- - + 
<ilt-00 
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I SA,M PL E PROBLEM - IOWA RESEARCH PROJECT HR143 
1100 llOO· .015 00 111699 30000 
I 1200 103070 103062 135000 103306 103313 r 1200 103070 OOJ I 40000 102900 40000 VERTICAL CURVE DATA 74792 103094 00 
Il ooJ HORIZONTAL I 7470 16500 .063 91292 CURVE DATA STATION EQUATION CARD._. 74 792 96893 
-100 103541 00 00 00 00 
I 1200 424 424 429 430 430 2500 412 415 419 426 424 
5000 483 470 451 463 466 
I 7400 551 537 484 510 521 10000 578 552 521 570 577 
12500. 577 560 548 592 599 
I 150001 565 562 558 610 63 l 17500 553 554 557 614 635 
20000 539 537 548 621 645 
I 22500 521 528 551 636 666 23970 514 525 554 646 680 
25000 514 527 558 648 683 
I 27500 529 540 564 655 691 DATA SET I 30000 536 538 560 657 689. 
32500 528 534 562 658 687 
35000 522 530 567 652 689 I FIELD BOOK 3 7500 526 536 568 668 695 DATA . 
-1ob: "103612 00 00 00 00 
I 40000 603 610 650 736 770 42500 611 606 649 741 771 
45000 600 609 642 734 762 
I· 47500 590 592 630 721 755 50000 577 574 616 705 739 
52500 562 556 595 689 732 
I 55000 544 541 585 672 7.19 57500 529 529 570 675 699 
60000 507 508 552 646 672 
I· 62500 499 491 523 633 657 65000 488 479 504 616 640 
67500 469 466 489 585 610 
I 70000 449 451 477 570 593 72500 433 435 462 567 588 
74792 431 423 456 556 580 STATION EQUATION 
I r 96893 103094 ooJ 260000 104000 60000 VERTICAL CURVE DATA I· 360000 103600 00 [ 1 2 95 71 oo] HORZ. CURVE 16500 .063 113393 DATA (SAME STATION CURVE USED IN 
'EQUATION CARo-135 000 00 DATA SET I) 
97500 430 422 454 54 7 580 
100000 421 417 439 529 558 
I 102 5 00 430 414 423 506 532 105 000 422 406 407 4 71 503 107500 430 408 400 465 478 
I 110000 440 413 389 448 468 112500 439 409 390 442 457 113300 438 408 387 440 451 -DATA SET 2 
IFIELD BOOK 
-100 103950 00 00 00 00 
115000 768 739 725 780 788 
DATA 117500 757 744 710 760 775 























122 5 00 732 711 
125000 716 706 
ii2 75 00 711 697 
130000 702 685 
132500 678 656 
135000 666 637 
END OF RUN 
I* 
NOTE: HORIZONTAL CURVE COMMON TO BOTH DATA SETS! 
j ~ • I 
-15-
675 724 739 
669 696 725 
663 703 72 3 
644 683 704 
625 666 693 
603 654 / 678 
1· 
I SAMPLE PROBLEM - IOWA RESEARCH PROJECT HR143 
I STAT ION * LEFT HUB * RIGHT HUB ******************************************* 
12.00 
* 
CUT 0.12 * CUT 0.66 
I 25.00 * CUT 0.91 * CUT o.79 50.00 * CUT 0.31 * CUT 0.48 74.00 
* 
FILL 0.21 * CUT 0.03 
















I 450.00 * FILL 0.29 * FILL 0.53 475.00 * FILL 0.21 * FILL o.54 
500.00 * FILL 0.23 * F Ill 0.47 
























I 1025.00 * FILL o.o4 * FILL 0.26 1050.00 * CUT 0.03 * FILL 0.24 1075.00 • FILL 0.06 * FILL 0.23 I 1100.00 • FILL 0.11 * FILL 0.21 1125.00 * Fill 0.17 * FILL 0.30 
1133.00 
* 
FILL 0.16 * FILL 0.28 





















HUB * EXISTING GRADE * HUB * * ADJ./ORIG. 
STATION ELEV * ELEV * ELEV * * ·.CUT/+/ OR FILL/-/ 





1031.17 1031.12 1031.11 1031.11 





cur ___ o~-9:--:::1------------------=occ-c-u=ro------=-o-.=1-=-9----=-~~~---=--c~c-- ~~-oc-=-=---=--=---~~ 0.88 






-------- -v-oLUME--#-----7.Ti-cu--; YD. ADJUSTi"1ENT fl -o~o-=--9~c-=-=~ ----------------------------
CUT 0.31 CUT 0.48 
50.00 1030.58 1030.71 1030.90 1030.78 1030.75 
---------VOLUME ,-- --- 19. 49 cu. YD. AO-Jc--,--Uc---=Sc=T~M=E--c-cN=T~#---o-=--.-o-=-c9~~=-=---------
--FTC[ _____ 0._27____ CUT o.-03 
74.00 1029.90 1030.04 1030.57 1030.31 1030.20 
~ VOLUME # 25.21 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT # -0.09 
-.J 
I 
--------- -- -1=-rcc----cr~s6 _____________________ f: 1LL--o~41 ----1o30~--19-1030~-2 2--Tcf3o ~-a·s 











0.14 o •. os 
-0.02 -cf.34-
-0.11 -0.43 
Fill 0.57 FILL 0.52 1030.21 1030.11 1029.94 -0.40 -0.18 -0.45 
125.00 1029.64 1029.dl 1029.93 1029.49 1029.42 1030.30 1030.20 1030.03 -0.49 -0.27 -0.54 
-----------v-OLl.fM E----·u-·------- --- ---i-9. a·s cu. y D • A OJ lJ s T ME NT #I -o. 09 FE ET ----------------------··-----------------
---------------~-- --F-1 L -l - -----0-~4-a-------- ---- TI-LL--cr;bB ·-----11J30~-2tt--ro-~o--;nT·-~-o-2-9-;-r··s---~1r;~-s- -·::u-~-1-a---~-o-;4 7---
1 so. oo 1029.76 1029.79 1029.83 1029.31 1029.10 1030.33 1030.10 1029.87 -o.54 -0.21 -o.s6 
VOLUME # 13.51 cu. YD. ADJUSTMENT # -o.o9 FEET 
--Fr[c-------u-;-3---g------------------------------FTcr.---o.-4---a------rt:r31J;-2-6-ro-z-g;-g-o--T<Y2~-~-s-4·-----:.:-0;3-~--:..---o--;o-o-----::-o-;-2-r· 
175.oo 1029.88 1029.a7 1029.84 1029.27 1029.06 1030.35 1029.99 102g.b3 -o.48 -0.15 -0.36 
VOlU}off ___ #_ -----------1'r;2ei--cu-~--yrr;----A-DJDSTMENT--11---::-o~-<T9--FE-ET ------- -- --- -- -- - -- -- - --- ------ -- --
Fl[[ o.26 FILL 0.34 1030.28 1029.79 10-z-g~- -o.24 
200.00 1030.02 1030.04 l029e93 1029.20 1028.96 1030.37 1029.RS 1029.39 -0.33 
-- ---------vnLm~r:---y--- --- ------6-;TT-cu~---yo~- ----A-D"JUSTMFl"4'T -a---:..:-o-~ 09--FEET- - -
------- ------FTLL ____ ff~-13 ____ - -~ ----- --------------FTLL-----0-~34- - 1030.33 1029.71-1029.09 
225.00 1030.20 1030.13 1029.90 1029.05 1028.75 1030.39 1029.77 1029.15 





o ~r-i - -;.;;u~ o 4 
0.13 -0.10 
.. - I 
- ·- - - •· - - - - j- - ··-,·- - - - .. - - - )(-
-----------·--·--------·- --- --- --·--------
-·----------·-----
--·· ---·---------~ SAMPLE PROBLEM - IOWA RESEARCH PROJECT HR143 
HUB * EXISTING GRADE * HUB * 
STATION ELEV * ELEV * ELEV * 
----------------TEF T-*-L T---- Cl ---R=T--* RIGHT * 
ADJ./ORIG. PROFILE 
EL E\I 
- l T Cl RT 
* ADJ./ORIG. 
* CUT/+/ OR FILL/-/ 
*. LT CL RT 
FILL 0.09 
239.70 1030.27 
FILL 0.37 1030.36 1029.67 1028.98--=-o;-zo--0.20--::-0.03 
1030.16 1029.87 1028.95 1028.61 1030.41 1029.72 1029.03 -0.25 0.15 -0.08 
VOLUME I 6.80 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT I -0.05 FEET 
-----------· FI LL O. 07 Fl LL O. 38 1030. 34 1029. 65 1028. 96 -0. 20-- 0.18 -0.03 
250.00 1030.27 1030.14 1029.83 1028.93 1028.58 1030.38 1029.69 1029.00 -0.24 0.14 -0.07 
-------voLu-~~fE--,-------·····1:r1cu. YD. ADJUSTMENT fi. -0.04 FEET --------------·----------·-------~--
FILL 0.18 FILL 0.42 1030.30 l 029.61 1028.92 -0.29 0.16 -0.06 
275.00 1030.12 1030.01 1029.77 1028.86 1028.50 1030.31 1029.62 1028.93 -0.30 0.15 -0.01 
-----·----·-v-011rf.fE" ti 1. 31 cu~ YD. ADJUSTMENT ·i -0 •. _0_1 __ FEET 
----- ---------i=-It.:[-----O~ZI________ FI LL ---~36-
I 
..... 
300. 00 1030.05 1030.03 1029.81 1028.84 1028.52 
VOLUME # 7e83 CU. YO. ADJUSTMENT # 0.01 
____ (l)______ --·-··-.. ----· --------------------------·--------~~ 
' FILL 0.12 FILL 0.33 
325.00 1030.13 1030.07 1029.79 1028.83 1028.54 
----VOLUME--#--------8~ 97 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT # O. 04 
1030 .. 26 1029. 5TT02s.a8 -0.23 0.24 -0.04 
1030.25 1029.56 1028.87 -0.22 0.25 -0.03 
FEET 
1030. 2 51029. 5 6 TO 2 B~'frr----.::-o ~T1r--0~7T---::-ci·.-Olt-
l 030. 21 1029.52 1028.83 -0.14 0.21 o.o 
FEET 
FILL 0.06 FILL 0.35 1030.25 1029.56 1028.87 -0.14 0.18 0.02 
350.00 1030.19 1030.11 1029.74 1028.89 1028.52 1030.lg 1029.50 1028.81 -0.08 0.24 0.08 
-·----·--voCcrME ., ----·-10~20 cu. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.06 FEET -------·--- ·----------·----
----- -·-- ----- -F--llL ______ -- ·a~ 12-· - ---------· F 1 LL o. 4 3 ----1030 .--z-71ozq-;-s-a---io21r;-a-9----~o~-i£------~tr~1--s--·--=-u;-1-5-··-
375. oo l030.1s l03o.os 102s.13 102s.13 1028.46 io30.1s 1029.49 102a.ao -0.13 0.24 -0.01 
VOLUME # 10.61 cu. YO. ADJUSTMENT # o.o9 FEET 
--------···-·---·--i=Tcc---cr~-2-1---- F 1 LL o;-so--ra3-o-.;-3-cr--ro-z9·;-e>r-ro-2~r;'97------::1l~ze------cr~u-1---.::--o-;T&-
400. oo 1030.09 1030.02 1029.62 1028.76 1028.42 l030.1s 1029.so 102a.s1 -0.11 0.12 -o.os 
-----·-vncORf----,-----.----g·.-34--·cu-;-vr.r~-- --Jl;TJJUSTMFNT"1# _____ ---n;1T TEET'. ----- -- .... -- - ---- ·----·-.. ·-·· -------- - -· - - ... ----- . . -·--·----······· 
FILL o.34 FILL o.56 1030.3~ l029.b6 1028.97 
425.00 1030.01 1030.06 1029.63 1028.71 1026.41 1030.21 1029.52 102ao83 





---- ---·-------------FTLL ____ 0-.29 --· - - ----- -- - - ------------FTLc-···--o~ 53 1030. ii l 102s.;12-·10Z9'~03 . -o. 38 
-0.02 -~-0'.25 . 
450.00 1030.12 1030.03 1029.70 1023.78 1028.50 1030.25 1029.56 1028.87 -0.22 U.lLt -0.09 
-----'l'iJr(J-;-.qf fl. 3. 46 CU. YD. ADJUSTMf: KJT # o.16 FE ET 
-- -- --------------------------------------------
-----~~~------------~-----------·--------·-····- ---- .. -·---------------· -----
SAMPLE PROBLEM - IOWA RESEARCH PROJECT HR143 
HUB * EXISTING GRADE * HUB * ADJ./ORIG. PROFILE * AOJ./ORIG. 
STATION ELEV * ELEV * ELEV * 
--··-----------·-·------------ --------------=- -------
ELEV * CUT/+/ OR FILL/-/ 
l EFT * LT CL RT * RIGHT * LT CL --R~T * LT CL RT 
FILL 0.27 FILL 0.54 1030.49 1029.80 1029.11 -0.29 
475.00 1030.22 1030.20 1029.82 1028.91 1028.57 1030.30 1029.61 1028.92 -0.10 
VOLUME I 0.61 CU. YO. ADJUSTMENT # 0.19 FEET 
·: ...• 
FILL 0.23 FILL 0.47 1030.58 1029.89 1029.20 -0.20 
500.00 1030.35 1030.38 1029.96 1029.07 1028.73 1030.37 1029.68 1028.99 0.01 





-------------------VOLUME # -1.02 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 FEET 
FILL 0.17 FILL 0.49 1030.67 1029.98 1029.29 -0.11 
525.00 1030.50 1030.56 1030.17 1029.23 1028.80 1030.46 1029.77 1029.08 0.10 
0.19 -0.06 
0.40 0.15 
------·-voLutlfE·-,----=o.96 cu. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 FEET 









550.00 1030.68 1030.71 1030.27 1029.40 1028.93 1030.56 1029.87 1029.18 
VOLUME # 0.41 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 FEET 
'F .. ·--- --F=-rcc·-o~o5_____ FILL o.37 1030.atf Hf3-o~ l9-fo29~so·-·---o-:os _____ 0.23 
-0.13 
o.oa 575.oo 1030.03 1030.a3 1030.42 1029.37 1029.13 . 1030.67 1029.98 1029.29 0.16 o.44 
------··vaco~~E # 1. 97 cu. YO. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 FEET 
CUT 0.04 FILL o.23 1031001 1030032 1029.63 0.03 o.28 0.03 
600.00 1031.05 1031.04 1030.60 1029.66 1029.40 1030.80 1030.11 1029.42 0.24 0.49 0.24 
·-----·----·----VbLU~1E ---,.--··----------4.-26-CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT -# O. 21 FEET ------------·-·---·--·· -- -----·----------·-----
. . 
-·----·--··- ·-·· ---- --i:·rcr-··-o ;-o-z---~------ TTL L---u-;z2---ru-3"r;~11:rJn-;4-6--raz\'J~;77. ----o ;·-06 _____ - -o-;.-4""3-----n~-uz-
62 s. o o 1031.13 1031.21 1030.89 1029.79 1029.55 1030.94 1030.25 1029.56 0.21 0.64 0.23 
VOLUME # 8023 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 FEET 
TTL L--·-cr;o-s-- F 1 EL ··o-;rg---To-rr;zg-ro 3TJ-;-ou·-To·2-9-;gr-----o-;-o~--u-;-tts-----u-;us-
65 o. o o 1031.24 1031.33 1031.08 1029.96 1029.72 1031.08 1030.39 1029.70 0.25 0.69 0.26 
---------· -vrrnn11E:·-·-1r-· --- -rJ·;;-30· ·cu;; ·w;;--A"o:rus r~1T -11--0-;21-· -·FFET-----------·--· ··---- · ---· ····--·-·- ··-· -··-·-·----····-·--··- ·---·---------· ·· ··-··-
FILL o.o FILL 0.03 1031.43 1030.74 1030.05 
675.00 1031.43 1031.46 1031.23 1030.27 1030.02 1031.22 1030.53 1029.8~ 





. --·--cor. 0.06······------·--·-- ---·---·----·-------FITl-······u-;a-· ... ""T03r;-57 TOJo-;sa--Tff3U".-19 - - ···o.-oz.· - "()~4r·-··--(J;·23 
700.00 1031.63 1031.61 1031.35 1030.42 1030.19 1031.36 1030.67 1029.9S 0.25 0.68 0.44 
---··---------~·---v-ol~Tf~ft• -. #------2 5 0 3·2cu. y D • ADJ us T MEN T # 0. 21 FE ET .. _________ ---------·-----------·-----
( 
- -------· -- -· --·--
- ---------~~-~ .. ,-, ·- - - - - - - - - - - -·- -_{-
>-. 






* HUB * 
* ELEV * 




STAT ION * CUT/+/ OR FILL/-/ 
LT Cl RT LT Cl RT * l T CL -~-RT--
CUT 0.08 FILL 0.09 1031.71 1031.02 1030.33 
725.00 1031.79 1031.77 1031.50 1030.45 1030.24 1031.50 1030.81 1030.12 
VOLUME # 31.30 CU. YO. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 FEET 
FILL 0.03 FILL 0.14 1031.84 1031.15 1030.46 













---------VOLUM-E II 36.23 CU. YO. ADJUSTMENT tl 0.21 FEET -------------------






FI Ll 0.02 FILL 0.20 1031.84 1031.18 1030.52 
975.00 1031.82 1031.90 1031.58 1030.65 1030032 1031.63 1030.97 1030.31 




0. 6 l 0.34 
-----,-- ------ - --- tu-r----,r~ 06 -----------. ---- F 1 LL o. 2 s 1031. as io 3 i.;3 211>30-;19-----0-;T()---~---o .ozt 
1000.0Q 1031.91 1031.95 1031.73 1030.83 1030.54 1031.64 103loll 1030.58 0~31 Oa62 0.25 
·--- VOLUME,--- 42.41 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT 'I# 0.21 FEET 
FILL 0.04 FILL 0.26 103le86 1031.46 1031.06 
1025.00 1031.82 1031.98 1031.89 1031.06 1030.80 1031.65 1031.25 1030.85 
--··------vorURE--i----- 47.35 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT ti 0.21 FEET 
----------------c:-rrr-··--o. o 3 Fr LL o. 2 4 1 o31-;-s?--io3T-;<>o 1o31. 3 3 
1050.00 1031.90 1032.06 1032.05 1031.41 1031.09 1031.66 1031.39 1031.12 





0. 19---u~ 4 5 
o. '+0 0.66 
o.o 
0.21 
FILL o.06 FILL 0.23 J:1>3T.88TO~l. 74 Hf3T3r-o;r-o----o.n-~u;-il)-
1075.00 1031.82 1032.04 1032.12 1031.47 1031.34 1031.67 1031.53 1031.36 o.37 o.59 0.11 
-------vot.::mn:-- -r-- ---- 57 .. -99--cu;vcf;- -A-OJOS-TMENT- # b .2T--FtET-·-------------·----·--·----··-- --------·--··-------------·----···--· ··-·-·· ---- -- ·-·----·-·------··· 
FILL 0.17 FILL 0.27 1031.89 1031.88 1031.71 







--------------~,-0-[""0"ME ____ # _____ ------61-~-a4 ·-·cir~·-y-o-;-·· ----~lf[fJ" U s·r~fE"Nr···--71--- ---0-~·-2· 1--FE"ET-·---·--·-·-·-----··------···-----·--·--·------·-----. -·-··-- -- -·-------- ----- ---··-----··-··-------·· ----·---------- ··- ... -··-·-··-
------------ -Firc--·---0;17·-- -----------------------------------TTLL ---·u;~o----,1ni-;-9(T-Tff3-Z~-OT--nn1;;a-5·------u-..-13 -.... o.zo .. ::.:o;T:;--
1125.00 1031.73 1032.03 1032.22 1031.70 1031.55 1031.69 1031.81 1031.64 0.34 0.41 0.06 












LT CL RT 
* HUB * 
* ELEV * 
* RIGHT * 
FILL 0.16 FILL 0.28 
1133.00 1031.74 1032.04 1032.25 1031.72 1031.61 
VOLUME I 65.26 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 
FILL 0.17 FILL 0.37 
1150.00 1031.82 1032.11 1032.25 1031.70 1031~62 
VOLUME #- 65.89 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 
FILL · 0.19 FILL 0.37 
1175.00 1031.93 1032.06 1032.40 1031.90 1031.75 
VOLUM~ # 65.76 tu. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 
FILL 0.20 FILL 0.32 
1200.00 1032.06 1032.35 1032.60 1032.18 1031.94 
VOLUME # 66.50 CU. YO. ADJUSTMENT # 0.21 
FILL 0.21 FILL 0.28 
1225.00 1032.18 1032.39 1032.75 1032.26 1032.ll 
ADJ./ORIG. PROFILE 
* ELEV 
* LT CL RT 
* 
1031.90 1032.06 1031.89 
1031.69 1031.85 1031.68 
FEET 
1031.99 1032.16 1031.99 
1031.78 1031.95 1031.78 
FEET 
1032.12 1032.29 1032.12 
1031.91 1032.08 1031.91 
FEET 
. 1032. 26 1032.43 1032.26 
1032.05 1032.22 1032.05 
FEET 
1032.39 1032.56 1032 .. 39 
1032.19 1032.3·6 1032.19 
ADJ./ORIG. 
CUT/+/ OR FILL/-/ 
LT CL RT 
0.14 0.19 -0.17 
0.35 0.40 0.04 
0.12 o.o9 -0.29 
0.33 0.30 -o.oa 
-0.06 0.11 -0.22 
0.15 0.32 -0.01 
0.09 0.11 -0.08 
0.30 0.38 0.13 
o.o Ool9 -0.13 
0.20 0.39 0.01 
FEET --------~~VOLUME # 68003 CU. YD. ADJUSTMENT # 0.20 
FILL 0.16 FILL 0.25 1032.50 1032.67 1032 .. 50 -0.06 o.14 o.o4 
1250.00 1032.34 1032.44 1032.81 1032.54 1032.25 1032.33 1032.50 1032.33 0.11 0.31 0.21 
FEET --- VOLUME ,------69.33 Cff. YD. ADJUSTMENT #---=-0-.--17~==---------
-·---------- ·rrcc o. z-1--- -------- ILL o. ~---nn-2-;o-z-rrn-z;T9--ro~T..-o-2--·--...;-o-;-ff9---u.u~-~-;Ts--
121s. o o 1032.39 1032.s3 1032.a1 1032.41 1032.21 1032.41 1032 .. 64 1032.47 0.06 0.23 o.o 
VOLUME D 69.79 CU. YO. ADJUSTMENT # 0.15 FEET 
-rrL L 0., 2 5 ----- Fl l L 0. 21 10 37;73 103 2 • cra--11r32-;7r~;tfS- 0. lb - 0 .. 1J'6-
l 300. 00 1032.48 1032.65 1033.06 1032.67 1032.46 1032.61 1032.78 1032.61 0.04 0.28 Oe06 
----··---VO(lJME--.-----·-ro.o4-tu-;~--AOJUSTMENl # 0.12 FEET -------·····-· ··-·-------------··------ -- --···------·----------·-- ___ , 
FILL 0.13 FILL 0.28 1032.85 1033.02 1032.85 
1325.00 1032.72 1032.94 1033.25 1032.84 1032.57 1032.75 1032.92 1032.75 
o.o9 0.23 -0.01 
0.19 0.33 0.09 
-·-- -- ------voTUM£:-1r------rr;aacu-;;--vo-;-··---Ao:rusTi.ittNT-u.·----o.roTEET-----·----------·---------·--···-·----····-.. -·--·-----···-·---·-·-·-----·-·······--
---·--·---·-------·-i=1rc--·--o-;·1-z--·-------------·--~----·--·--------·------Fl[C ____ o;27t--i.1rl2~7.i-TOT.r;1·3-1\rTr.·9-;s----u~-11--·--u~-3-~-··--~~·na-· 
1350.00 1032.84 1033.13 1033.47 1032.96 1032.72 1032.89 1033.06 1032.8~ 0.24 0.41 0.01 
·-------VOLU-1-H: # 75.42 CU. YD. AOJUSTMLNT # 0.07 FEET -------·--·--- ·-·----
I -IOWA RESEARCH PROJECT HR 11~3 
I 12.00 o.o 1030. 70 1030.62 25.00 13.00 1030.64 1030.55 
50.00 38.00 1030.53 1030.44 
.1 74.00 62. 00 1030.43 1030.34 100.00 88.00 1030.31 1030.22 
125.00 113.00 1030.20 1030.ll 
I 150.00 138.00 1030. 10 1030.01 175.00 163.00 1029.99 1029.90 
200.00 188.00 1029 .. 88 1029. 79 
I 225.00 213.00 1029.77 l 029. 71 239.70 227.70 1029.72 1029.67 
250.00 238.00 1029.69 1029.65 
I 275.00 263.00 1029.62 1029. 61 300.00 288.00 1029.56 1029057 325.00 313.00 1029.52 1029.56 
I 350.00 338.00 1029.50 1029.56 375.00 363.00 1029.49 1029. 58 
400.00 388.00 1029.50 1029.61 
I 425.00 413.00 1029.52 1029.66 450.00 438.00 1029.56 1029. 72 475.00 463.00 1029.61 l 029. 80 
I 500.00 488.00 1029.68 1029.89 525.00 513.00 1029.77 1029.98 550.00 538.00 1029 .. 87 1030.08 
I 575.00 563.00 1029.98 1030.19 600.00 588.00 1030.11 1030.32 625.00 613.00 1030.25 1030.46 
I 650.00 638.00 1030.39 1030.60 675.00 663.00 1030.53 1030.74 100.00 688.00 1030.67 1030.88 
I 725.00 713.00 1030.81 1031.02 747.92 735.92 1030.94 1031.15 
-1.00 747.92 968.93 
I 975.00 741.99 1030.97 l03lol8 1000.00 766.99 1031.11 1031.32 1025.00 791.99 1031 .. 25 1031.46 
I 1050.00 816.99 1031.39 1031 .. 60 1075.00 841.99 1031.53 1031.74 1100.00 866. 99 1031 .. 67 1031 .. 88 
I 1125.00 891.99 1031.81 1032.02 1133.00 99q.99 1031.85 l 032. 06 1150.00 916.99 1031.95 1032.16 
I 1175.00 941.99 1032.08 1032.29 1200.00 966.99 1032.22 1032.43 1225.00 991.99 1032.36 1032.56 
I 1250.00 1016.99 1032.50 1032.67 1275.00 1041099 1032.64 1032.79 1300.00 1066. 99 l032e78 10.32.90 
I 1325.00 1091.99 1032.92 l 033. 02 1350.00 1116.99 1033 .. 06 1033.13 
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IOWA STATE RESEARCH BOARD 
RESEARCH PROJECT HR-143 
CARD SET UP 
MAINLINE PROGRAM 





CROSS SECTION DATA 
STATION EQUATION 
HORIZONTAL CURVE DATA 
NO. HORIZONTAL CURVE P. I.' 
VERTICAL CURVE DATA 
NO. VERTICAL CURVE P.1.'S 
TIE IN CONDITIONS CARD 
DESIGN CONTROL CARD 
UN IT : 
~~~~~~;·~E l, SNA E•P OT N 
SNA EeF ELD 
CROSS SECTION DATA 
STATION EQUATION 
HORIZONTAL CURVE DATA 
NO. HORIZONTAL CURVE P,l.'S 
VERTICAL CURVE DATA 
NO. \'ERTICAL ~LRVE P.1.'S 
NOTE: DATA SETS A~~ l.\S£RT~~ FOR E~CH ST~ 1~:~ EQ~ATIO~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
lO 
N 
I 
-
